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Area context

The project area is behind the Centralstation area in the center 
of Gothenburg city. It has a lot of potential for development.
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SCOPE Concept
Superstructure components Concept evolution

Local context of the site is defined by the central location, the 
roads crossing in the vicinity and as boundary of Gullbergsvass. 
Site should be considered as an entrance to the site.



Define important assets and keep the viewlines that guided the 
superstructure creation from the entrypoint. Identify places where there is possible to create green 

structures for ecosystem functions.

Concept evolution Concept evolution



Identify suitable boundaries for existing interstices to be molded 
into public spaces.

The triangle formed in the area between is suitable for densifica-
tion. Overlaps create basis for hybridity.

Concept evolution Concept evolution



RESULT
View from point of entry

Plan overview



Section-Facade hybrid
Scale 1:50 (A3)

Orientation-help



Plan view
Scale 1:50 (A3)



Plan - section hybrid
Scale 1:100 (A3)

Perspective overview

Perspective south

Perspective north
P.O.E.



Perspective south Perspective north



Sun analysis (Old) Sun analysis (New)
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The lowest two levels are accessible from the ground floor. They 
are perfect for ex-tempore activities. Stores that you can pop in 
on the way past. Also restaurants and bars since the groundlevel 
offers good possibilities for outside service. 

The middle two levels are accessible from the platforms. They 
are perfect for planned activities such as destination stores, of-
fices, movie theaters. Things that you find out about before going 
as they are harder to reach. Even here restaurants can use the 
area from the platforms as outside serving areas. 

Anatomy Anatomy



Anatomy The highest levels are accessible via an elevator from the ground 
floor. They are suitable for long term - activites, such as hotel 
rooms or apartments. The connected roofs create extra public 
space and creates a connection between the buildings.


